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Virtual Manufacturing presents a novel concept of combining human computer interfaces with virtual reality for discrete
and continuous manufacturing systems. The authors address the relevant concepts of manufacturing engineering, virtual
reality, and computer science and engineering, before embarking on a description of the methodology for building
augmented reality for manufacturing processes and manufacturing systems. Virtual Manufacturing is centered on the
description of the development of augmented reality models for a range of processes based on CNC, PLC, SCADA,
mechatronics and on embedded systems. Further discussions address the use of augmented reality for developing
augmented reality models to control contemporary manufacturing systems and to acquire micro- and macro-level
decision parameters for managers to boost profitability of their manufacturing systems. Guiding readers through the
building of their own virtual factory software, Virtual Manufacturing comes with access to online files and software that will
enable readers to create a virtual factory, operate it and experiment with it. This is a valuable source of information with a
useful toolkit for anyone interested in virtual manufacturing, including advanced undergraduate students, postgraduate
students and researchers.
Delicious Under Pressure, The Blue Jean Chef Meredith Laurence's second pressure cooker cookbook is full of easy,
flavorful, and unexpected pressure cooker recipes, making a pressure cooker a must-have appliance. The book covers
the basics of pressure-cooking as well as offers more advanced recipes for more experienced cooks. The result is
delicious and the bonus is time, with all these recipes taking one third of the time of traditional cooking methods. Recipes
include Tortilla soup, Spinach and Three Cheese Manicotti, Hunter's Beef Stew, Pork Carnitas, Thai Coconut Mussels,
Portobello Mushroom and Zucchini Moussaka, Beets and Potatoes with Bacon, Blueberry Polenta with Bananas and
Maple Syrup, and Brown Sugar Bourbon Bread Pudding, including all-new chapters on Vegetarian Main Courses and
Breakfast Dishes. Don’t settle for the same old pressure cooker foods. Get Delicious Under Pressure.
In the world of DIE, the players are now real players. Countries are their pieces, and the board threatens to run red with
blood. Who is the Queen, and who are pawns? Who's playing to win? Who's forgotten what they're playing for? And what
will they do when they're reminded of the real stakes? The critically acclaimed dark fantasy smash hit goes epic in its
third volume. Collects DIE #11-15
Many books teach the mechanics of cooking and even inspire us to cook; not many dwell on the kitchen's ability to be a
place of awakening and joy. In Finding Yourself in the Kitchen, Dana Velden asks you to seek deeper meaning in this
space and explores what cooking can teach about intimacy, failure, curiosity, and beauty. Finding Yourself in the Kitchen
is a book of essays, each focused on a cooking theme that explores how to practice mindfulness in the kitchen--and
beyond--to discover a more deeply experienced life. It also offers meditation techniques and practical kitchen tips,
including 15 of Velden's own favorite recipes. What happens when we find ourselves in the kitchen? What vitalizes,
challenges, and delights us there? An extension of her popular "Weekend Meditation" column on TheKitchn.com, this
book offers you the chance to step back and examine your life in a more inspired way. The result is a reading experience
that satisfies, nourishes and inspires.
This book presents chemical analyses of the most pressing waste, pollution, and resource problems for the
undergraduate or graduate student. Its distinctive holistic approach provides a solid introduction to theory as well as a
practical laboratory manual detailing beginning and advanced experimental applications. It presents laboratory
procedures at microscale conditions, for minimum waste and maximum economy.
Bake your way through delicious time-tested recipes from one of America’s premier resorts, modified for home bakers
From Deer Valley, the Utah ski resort renowned for cuisine and service, Executive Pastry Chef Letty Halloran Flatt offers
126 of the resort’s tried-and-true recipes for breakfast treats, homemade breads, cookies, and ice creams, as well as
pies and tarts, elegant cakes, and one-of-a-kind desserts—a mouthwatering blend of Flatt’s years of experience and her
penchant for fresh, natural flavors. A few choice recipes in The Chocolate Snowball: * Chocolate Zucchini Bread *
Healthy Heart Muffins * Oatmeal Rosemary Scones * Roquefort Gougères * Dark Chocolate Bread * Chocolate Almond
Macaroons * Peanut Butter Truffles * Almost Sinless Brownies From the foreword by James A. Nassikas, former
president of Deer Valley Resort [Y]ou will find truly American recipes here that cut away from the time-honored traditions
of home baking, yet fit comfortably with the skill and available equipment of the home baker. Home bakers will benefit
from the author’s clarity of instructions and descriptions. Added bonuses in this book are twofold: the technical directions
given for the unpredictable aspects of high-altitude baking and the inclusion of timely recipes that are fat-free alternatives.
As a good cookbook should, this one motivates and conveys trust. The author instills confidence as she guides you every
step of the way, often with numerous pointers and trade secrets she includes as sidebars to a range of selected recipes.
Manufacturing with lasers is becoming increasingly important in modern industry. This is a unique, most comprehensive
handbook of laser applications to all modern branches of industry. It includes, along with the theoretical background,
updates of the most recent research results, practical issues and even the most complete company and product directory
and supplier's list of industrial laser and system manufacturers. Such important applications of lasers in manufacturing as
welding, cutting, drilling, heat treating, surface treatment, marking, engraving, etc. are addressed in detail, from the
practical point of view. A list of specific companies dealing with manufacturing aspects with lasers is given.
Machine tools are the main production factor for many industrial applications in many important sectors. Recent
developments in new motion devices and numerical control have lead to considerable technological improvements in
machine tools. The use of five-axis machining centers has also spread, resulting in reductions in set-up and lead times.
As a consequence, feed rates, cutting speed and chip section increased, whilst accuracy and precision have improved as
well. Additionally, new cutting tools have been developed, combining tough substrates, optimal geometries and wear
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resistant coatings. “Machine Tools for High Performance Machining” describes in depth several aspects of machine
structures, machine elements and control, and application. The basics, models and functions of each aspect are
explained by experts from both academia and industry. Postgraduates, researchers and end users will all find this book
an essential reference.
Presents over eight hundred recipes for pies, cookies, cakes, breads, and crackers
100 foolproof pressure-cooker recipes that will change the way you cook. In Pressure Cooker Perfection, the first volume in our
new test kitchen handbook series, the editors at America's Test Kitchen demystify an appliance that to many home cooks remains
intimidating -- but shouldn't. Modern pressure cookers are safer, quieter, more reliable, and more user-friendly than old-fashioned
jiggle-top models. And they can prepare a wide range of foods -- everything from barbecue to risotto -- in record time. Cooking
under pressure results in better-tasting dishes because every drop of flavor is trapped in the sealed pot. This fact, combined with
the shorter cooking time, means that your dishes will be supercharged with flavor. And cooking under pressure is versatile. While
they're ideal for roasts and stews, pressure cookers can also turn out perfectly tender beans, grains, and legumes in short order. If
ever there was a cooking method that could benefit from the obsessive trial and error that our test kitchen is known for, this is it.
When cooking time is compressed, every minute matters, and when flavors are amplified, even a small change becomes
significant. We ran hundreds of tests in fifteen pressure cookers to find out what works and what doesn't, and we deliver the
foolproof, guaranteed-successful recipes in Pressure Cooker Perfection. With this foolproof guide to cooking under pressure, every
home cook will be guaranteed success.
"This [text] is an introduction to some of the main problems of philosophy—the existence of God, the nature of the mind, human
freedom, the limits of knowledge, and the truth about ethics. The chapters may be read independently of one another, but when
read in order, they tell a more or less continuous story. We begin with some reflections on the life of Socrates and then go on to
the existence of God, which is the most basic philosophical question, because our answer to it affects everything else. This leads
naturally to a discussion of death and the soul, and then to more modern ideas about the nature of persons. The later chapters are
about whether we can have objective knowledge in either science or ethics." -from the Preface Problems from Philosophy
represents the final work of author and philosopher James Rachels. In it, he brings the same liveliness and clarity to the
introduction of philosophy that he brings to his best-selling ethics text, The Elements of Moral Philosophy. This second edition has
been revised by Rachels' son Stuart, who carefully has carefully refined his father's work to further strengthen its clarity and
accessibility.
Based on years of case-study research and up-to-date scholarship, this book shows how business managers can benefit from a
better understanding of the connection between emotion and intelligence and better deal with issues of sexuality and workplace
relationships. In most organizations the vast majority of employees feel that management has failed to deal effectively with issues
of sexuality and intimacy in the workplace. Yet personal relationships can profoundly affect productivity, morale and the well-being
ofemployees. In this brilliant book, author Rory Ridley-Duff proposes a new framework for appreciating both potential benefits and
harms of workplace relationships, and a new, constructive and non-confrontational approach to sexual relations in the workplace.
Emotion, Seduction & Intimacy is a 'must read' for anyone concerned about the role of intimacy and close relationships in day-today life. Praise for Emotion, Seduction and Intimacy: "Rory's work is insightful and ... introduces the concepts of gender and
intimacy to the subject of enterprise governance." Professor Phil Johnson, Head of HRM and Organisational Behaviour, Sheffield
University "Rory is a man who ... does not shun the moral maze of human desires and passions but brings greater understanding
to that very facet of life - the forbidden fruit that made us fall from grace and its role in our emancipation." Dr Poonam Thapa,
Gender, Culture and Sexual Health Expert "Rory eloquently straddles the world of practitioner and academic: his writing is
engaging and constantly draws the reader into the web of everyday emotions found bubbling away under the surface in the
workplace. Sexual interplay, power and vengeance are played out on the pages - beats Dan Brown hands down " - Dr Sally East,
Specialist on Work-Life Balance, Royal Veterinary College "Rory's book has a magnificent tone - serious, high level addressing of
issues of both organisational and theoretical importance. For me it is one of the very best studies I have read." - David Megginson,
Emeritus Professor of Human Resource Development, Sheffield Hallam University
This volume of Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing contains accepted papers presented at SOCO 2013, CISIS 2013 and
ICEUTE 2013, all conferences held in the beautiful and historic city of Salamanca (Spain), in September 2013. Soft computing
represents a collection or set of computational techniques in machine learning, computer science and some engineering
disciplines, which investigate, simulate, and analyze very complex issues and phenomena. After a through peer-review process,
the 8th SOCO 2013 International Program Committee selected 40 papers which are published in these conference proceedings,
and represents an acceptance rate of 41%. In this relevant edition a special emphasis was put on the organization of special
sessions. Four special sessions were organized related to relevant topics as: Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Data Mining for
Industrial and Environmental Applications, Soft Computing Methods in Bioinformatics, and Soft Computing Methods, Modelling
and Simulation in Electrical Engineer. The aim of the 6th CISIS 2013 conference is to offer a meeting opportunity for academic and
industry-related researchers belonging to the various, vast communities of Computational Intelligence, Information Security, and
Data Mining. The need for intelligent, flexible behaviour by large, complex systems, especially in mission-critical domains, is
intended to be the catalyst and the aggregation stimulus for the overall event. After a through peer-review process, the CISIS 2013
International Program Committee selected 23 papers which are published in these conference proceedings achieving an
acceptance rate of 39%. In the case of 4th ICEUTE 2013, the International Program Committee selected 11 papers which are
published in these conference proceedings. The selection of papers was extremely rigorous in order to maintain the high quality of
the conference and we would like to thank the members of the Program Committees for their hard work in the reviewing process.
This is a crucial process to the creation of a high standard conference and the SOCO, CISIS and ICEUTE conferences would not
exist without their help.
Imagine having your house clean in eight minutes flat. Yes, it is possible! Courtenay Hartford is all about working smarter, not
harder. She shows readers how to get their homes that kind of sparkly clean that they’ve only dreamed about and do it with time
leftover for all the real life-living that you want to do. Courtenay’s tips and tricks help readers make their lives easier with clever
shortcuts and daily, monthly and super-mega all-inclusive deep cleaning checklists. These tips help with actual real-life cleaning
situations that you face everyday — like how to rescue a messy house in 8 minutes flat (hint: there are only a few surfaces in your
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house that really matter here!) as well as which steps in your laundry routine you really can skip to make tackling Mount
Dirtyclothes so much speedier and that you really don’t need most of the cleaning products in your cupboard. Tackle your
toughest cleaning jobs in some of the dirtiest rooms in your home with quick, helpful, realistic tips with this fun, easy-to-read guide.
A provocative, handpicked collection of relevant (and surprising) essential recipes for today’s cook. We have countless recipes at
our disposal today but what are the real keepers, the ones that don’t just feed us when we’re hungry or impress our friends on
Saturday night, but inspire us to get into the kitchen? At the forefront of American cooking for more than 20 years, the editors at
America’s Test Kitchen have answered this question in an essential collection of recipes that you won’t find anywhere else: 100
Recipes Everyone Should Know How to Make. Organized into three recipe sections—Absolute Essentials, Surprising Essentials,
and Global Essentials—each recipe is preceded by a thought-provoking essay that positions the dish. For example, Treating Pasta
Like Rice Simplifies Everything; A Covered Pot Is a Surprisingly Good Place to Roast a Chicken; and Re-imagine Pie in a Skillet to
Simplify the Process. You’ll find useful workday recipes like a killer tomato sauce that’s almost as easy as opening a jar of the
store-bought stuff; genius techniques for producing amazing flavor—try poaching chicken breasts over a garlic-and-soy- spiked
brine (trust us, it’s that good); and familiar favorites reinvigorated—the best beef stew comes from Spain (and it’s even easier to
make than the stateside stew you’ve been eating for years). Gorgeous photography (shot right in the test kitchen) accompanies
every recipe, revealing the finished dish as well as highlights of its preparation. Likely to stir debate among anyone interested in
food and cooking, 100 Recipes Everyone Should Know How to Make provides a snapshot of how we cook today and will galvanize
even the most jaded cook to get into the kitchen. From the Hardcover edition.
Sous Vide for Everybody is an approachable cookbook that demystifies sous vide cooking and demonstrates how it can make your
life easier, while also giving you the tools to try exciting new dishes. Originally from the French for "under vacuum" because it often
involves sealing food in plastic, sous vide allows you to cook food gently in an automatic water bath to the perfect temperature.
That may sound intimidating, but the technique has trickled down from experimental fine-dining restaurant kitchens to the home
kitchen precisely because it's an easy, convenient, and hands-off way to cook. Sous vide not only makes traditional cooking easier
and more foolproof, it often can help to make food taste better, taking away all the guesswork and giving you back some free time.
In this cookbook, you will find recipes that teach you how to cook sous vide, starting with basics like the perfect steak or softcooked egg. You will also find recipes that expand your knowledge and creativity in the kitchen using sous vide, from a holidayworthy chuck roast that tastes like a prime rib at a fraction of the cost to eggs Benedict to fruit-on-the-bottom yogurt cups.

Hailed by Terry Eagleton in "The Guardian" as "definitive," this is the only complete and authoritative edition of Antonio
Gramsci's deeply personal and vivid prison letters.
Analysis of the South African household electrical durables industry which includes appliances such as stoves,
refrigerators, hi-fi sets etc.
"Its range is far broader than the majority of methods texts, being concerned with both human and physical geography...
Given the seriousness with which Key Methods in Geography approaches all aspects of research, it will continue to find
wide favour among undergraduate geographers." - Times Higher Education Textbook Guide "All geographers, whatever
their interest, need to do research. This book will help them get started in the best possible way, with thoughtful advice on
everything from project design, through choice of methods, to data analysis and presentation. The editors have
assembled an impressive array of authors, all experts in their chosen field." - Tim Burt, University of Durham "Excellent
book. Valuable teaching aid. Well written and covers a wide range of methods thoroughly." - Sue Rodway-Dyer, Exeter
University "This is an excellent book and deals with a number of topics (which I teach) outside of the tutorial module
where it is a recommended text for geographers. A very useful textbook throughout a 3 year Geography programme." Ian Harris, Bangor University Key Methods in Geography is an introduction to the principal methodological issues
involved in the collection, analysis and presentation of geographical information. It is unique in the reference literature for
providing an overview of qualitative and quantitative methods for human and physical geography. An accessible primer, it
will be used by students as a reference throughout their degree, on all issues from research design to presentation. This
second edition has been fully revised and updated and includes new chapters on internet mediated research, diaries as a
research method, making observations and measurements in the field, and the analysis of natural systems. Organized
into four sections: Getting Started in Geographical Research; Generating and Working with Data in Human Geography;
Generating and Working with Data in Physical Geography; Representing and Interpreting Geographical Data; each
chapter comprises: A short definition A summary of the principal arguments A substantive 5,000-word discussion Use of
real-life examples Annotated notes for further reading. The teaching of research methods is integral to all geography
courses: Key Methods in Geography, 2nd Edition explains all of the key methods with which geography undergraduates
must be conversant.
The Complete Guide to Pressure Canning is a safe, practical, step-by-step resource to preserve the low-acid foods that
you love. From soups and stews, to meals-in-a-jar, to kitchen staples like broths and beans, pressure canning is a timehonored craft that allows you to safely and affordably preserve the food your family loves to eat. Written by The Canning
Diva(R) Diane Devereaux, The Complete Guide to Pressure Canning delivers everything you need to confidently achieve
pressure canning perfection. With The Complete Guide to Pressure Canning you will discover the ease of pressure
canning, understand the science behind safe food preservation, and enjoy delicious recipes for stocking your kitchen and
feeding your family. In the pages of this all-in-one pressure canning roadmap you'll find: An overview of pressure canning
basics that includes guidance for buying a pressure canner and pressure canning fundamentals More than 80 pressure
canning recipes for: stocks, broths, soups, and stews; meats including wild game and fish; meals-in-a-jar; tomatoes and
vegetables; beans and legumes; and more Pressure canning charts for safely canning vegetables and meats that include
quantity, yield, jar size, processing time, and PSI gauge guidance A "First Batches" Chapter that includes two practice
recipes for those new to pressure canning With The Complete Guide to Pressure Canning, readers of all skill levels will
learn to successfully preserve and serve wholesome, nourishing foods that everyone will enjoy.
From the experts at Jarden Home Brands, makers of Ball canning products, comes the first truly comprehensive canning
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guide created for today's home cooks. This modern handbook boasts more than 200 brand new recipes ranging from
jams and jellies to jerkies, pickles, salsas, and more. Organized by technique, The All New Ball Book of Canning and
Preserving covers water bath and pressure canning, pickling, fermenting, freezing, dehydrating, and smoking.
Straightforward instructions and step-by-step photos ensure success for beginners, while practiced home canners will
find more advanced methods and inspiring ingredient twists. Tested for quality and safety, recipes range from muchloved classics—Tart Lemon Jelly, Tomato-Herb Jam, Ploughman's Pickles—to fresh flavors such as Asian Pear Kimchi,
Smoked Maple-Juniper Bacon, and homemade Kombucha. Make the most of your preserves with delicious dishes
including Crab Cakes garnished with Eastern Shore Corn Relish and traditional Strawberry-Rhubarb Hand Pies. Special
sidebars highlight seasonal fruits and vegetables, while handy charts cover processing times, temperatures, and recipe
formulas for fast preparation. Lushly illustrated with color photographs, The All New Ball Book of Canning and Preserving
is a classic in the making for a new generation of home cooks.
The international conference Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining IIS:IIPWM’05, organized in Gda?skSobieszewo on 13–16th June, 2005, was a continuation of a long tradition of conferences on applications of Arti?cial
Intelligence (AI) in Information Systems (IS), organized by the Institute of Computer Science of Polish Academy of
Sciences in cooperation with other scienti?c and business institutions. The Institute itself is deeply engaged in research
both in AI and IS and many scientists view it as a leading institution both in fundamental and - plied research in these
areas in Poland. The originators of this conference series, Prof. M. D?browski and Dr. M. Michalewicz had in 1992 a longterm goal of bringing together scientists and industry of di?erent braches from Poland and abroad to achieve a creative
synthesis. One can say that their dream has come to reality. Scientists from ?ve continents made their subm- sions to
this conference. A brief look at the a?liations makes international cooperation visible. The research papers have either a
motivation in c- crete applications or are o?-springs of some practical requests. This volume presents the best papers
carefully chosen from a large set of submissions (about 45%). At this point we would like to express our thanks to the mbers of Programme Committee for their excellent job. Also we are thankful to the organizers of the special sessions
accompanying this conference: Jan Komorowski, Adam Przepiórkowski, Zbigniew W.
eMaintenance: Essential Electronic Tools for Efficiency enables the reader to improve efficiency of operations,
maintenance staff, infrastructure managers and system integrators, by accessing a real time computerized system from
data to decision. In recent years, the exciting possibilities of eMaintenance have become increasingly recognized as a
source of productivity improvement in industry. The seamless linking of systems and equipment to control centres for real
time reconfiguring is improving efficiency, reliability, and sustainability in a variety of settings. The book provides an
introduction to collecting and processing data from machinery, explains the methods of overcoming the challenges of
data collection and processing, and presents tools for data driven condition monitoring and decision making. This is a
groundbreaking handbook for those interested in the possibilities of running a plant as a smart asset. Provides an
introduction to collecting and processing data from machinery Explains how to use sensor-based tools to increase
efficiency of diagnosis, prognosis, and decision-making in maintenance Describes methods for overcoming the
challenges of data collection and processing
THE HARD DRIVE BIBLE, EIGHTH EDITION is the definitive reference book for anyone who deals with personal
computer data storage devices of any kind. This comprehensive work covers installations, drive parameters, & set up
information for thousands of Hard Disk, Optical, DAT Tape, & CD-ROM Drives. A concise history of data storage devices
is followed by the most expansive compilation of technical data offered to the public today. Specifications, drawings,
charts & photos cover jumper settings, cabling, partitioning & formatting of disk drives. SCSI commands & protocols are
addressed, in addition to chapters revealing the intricacies of different interface standards & common troubleshooting
procedures. THE HARD DRIVE BIBLE contains the answers to anyone's questions concerning the purchase, installation
& use of modern digital data storage devices. The difficulties caused by compatibility mismatches are addressed &
solutions are offered. Also featured are controller card information & performance ratings, as well as valuable tips on
increasing drive performance & reliability through software. THE HARD DRIVE BIBLE is published by Corporate Systems
Center, one of the leaders in the digital storage device field. A CD-ROM included with the book carries CSC's drive
performance test software & formatting tools, as well as thousands of drive parameters, specifications, & technical
drawings. To order contact: Corporate Systems Center, 1294 Hammerwood Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94089;
408-743-8787.
Why can you stick your hand into a 450-degree oven but not into 212-degree boiling water without burning it? Why does
fish taste different from meat? Why do you cook pork differently from beef? Why should you always start cooking dried
beans in cold water, not warm? Why should you never cook a Vidalia onion? What's the only kind of marinade that’s
really an effective tenderizer? Why is strawberry-rhubarb a good combination, scientifically speaking? And why don’t
potatoes fried in fresh oil ever brown completely, no matter how long they're cooked? “Cooking is full of questions that
science can help you answer, questions that can make you a better cook,” writes the award-winning Los Angeles Times
food editor, Russ Parsons. In this entertaining book packed with fascinating tidbits, Parsons explores the science behind
such basic cooking methods as chopping, mixing, frying, roasting, boiling, and baking. You’ll learn why soaking beans
can’t offset their gaseous effects, why green vegetables shouldn’t be cooked under a lid for long, which fruits you can
buy unripe and which you should buy fully ripened, which thickener to choose for your turkey gravy, and which piecrust is
foolproof for a beginner. Along the way, Parsons slips in hundreds of cooking tips, provocative trivia, and touches of wit
that make his scientific explanations go down smoothly. He also includes more than a hundred recipes that deliciously
exemplify the principles he describes, from Tuscan Potato Chips and Crisp-Skinned Salmon on Creamy Leeks and
Cabbage to Chocolate Pots de Creme and Ultimate Strawberry Shortcake.
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Tasting Table calls the Instant Pot “the hottest kitchen tool since George Foreman’s pint-size grill” and everyone from
Ruth Reichl to top food bloggers rave about its efficiency, convenience, and affordability. Now, with this licensed
cookbook—one of the most comprehensive published to date—you can discover exactly how much this miracle appliance
can do. This full-color cookbook features recipes for all the functions of the Instant Pot, from everyday staples to
surprising new dishes. You’ll find more than 175 recipes for everything from breakfast to dessert, including delicious
soups and stews, vegetable mains and sides, jams and yogurts—even an entire cheesecake. This must-have cookbook is
the perfect companion to the best-selling kitchen appliance to come along in decades.
Vegan cooking made fast, fresh, and flavorful with the convenience of a pressure cooker, including all the essential info
for using the appliance safely and effectively, and 175 recipes.
Praised by Wired.com and featured by Chicago Tribune, Booklist, Epicurious, Booklist, and Eat This, Not That!
Multicookers such as the GoWISE USA and Instant Pot Duo are hugely popular; however, most recipes are unreliable or
are designed to work in only one model of multicooker--and most often, they use only the pressure-cook setting. Enter
Multicooker Perfection, a collection of foolproof recipes tested and developed to work in any multicooker and conform to
your schedule. Make each recipe "fast" using the pressure-cook setting or let dinner cook while you're out by preparing it
"slow" on the slow-cook setting. These crowd-pleasing recipes are perfectly suited for cooking at the touch of a button,
from soups and stews like Easy Beef and Barley Soup and Chipotle Pork and Hominy Stew; to weeknight-friendly meals
like Braised Chicken Breasts with Tomatoes and Capers, Ziti with Sausage Ragu, and Thai Braised Eggplant; to
company-worthy dishes like Tamarind Braised Beef Short Ribs and Osso Buco with Sweet and Spicy Peperonata. Plus,
you'll find a chapter of unexpected recipes like Boston Brown Bread, Buffalo Chicken Wings, and even a perfectly creamy
Cheesecake. Make cooking easier and better with this must-have cookbook for any multicooker owner.
Richard Williams surveys the history of the cooperative movement from its origins in the 18th century and deals with the
theory of cooperation, as contrasted with the 'Standard Economic Model', based on competition. The book contains the
results of field studies of a number of successful cooperatives both in the developed and developing world. It includes
insights from personal interviews of cooperative members and concludes by considering the successes and challenges
of the cooperative movement as an alternative to the global neo-colonialism and imperialism that now characterizes freemarket capitalist approaches to globalization. The book considers democratic and local control of essential economic
activities such as the production, distribution, and retailing of goods and services. It suggests that cooperative
approaches to these economic activities are already reducing poverty and resulting in equitable distributions of wealth
and income without plundering the resources of developing countries.
Providing a comprehensive overview of hot stamping (also known as ‘press hardening’), this book examines all
essential aspects of this innovative metal forming method, and explores its various uses. It investigates hot stamping
from both technological and business perspectives, and outlines potential future developments. Individual chapters
explore topics such as the history of hot stamping, the state of the art, materials and processes employed, and how hot
stamping is currently being used in the automotive industry to create ultra-high-strength steel components. Drawing on
experience and expertise gathered from academia and industry worldwide, the book offers an accessible resource for a
broad readership including students, researchers, vehicle manufacturers and metal forming companies.
This basic source for identification of U.S. manufacturers is arranged by product in a large multi-volume set. Includes:
Products & services, Company profiles and Catalog file.
From the leading authority on speed cooking comes the groundbreaking cookbook that inspired a generation of
cooks—now updated and revised for today's tastes and sleek, ultrasafe machines From the elegant to the ethnic to the
traditional, Cooking Under Pressure contains a wealth of flavor-packed recipes for fast, healthy, and delicious meals
developed for the modern pressure cooker—a magical appliance that turns out foods in one-third (or less) the standard
cooking time without sacrificing flavor or aroma. Lorna Sass introduces us to an eclectic array of dishes that can be
prepared on a whim, including classic osso buco (18 minutes), chicken gumbo (9 minutes), and risotto (4 minutes,
without stirring!). Even chocolate cheesecake and Grand Marnier bread pudding are done to perfection in short order.
Plus, the dramatically shortened cooking times make it possible to prepare cholesterol-free, high-fiber ingredients such
as grains and beans at the last minute. The pressure cooker is the cook's best friend!
A Pressure Cooker Can Change Your LifeDiscover how you can make delicious meals in minutes using just one pot. Let Jill, The Veggie
Queen, show you how easy and safe it is to make flavorful, healthy plant-based meals with vegetables, grains, beans and other legumes and
fruit. With a pressure cooker, you can save time and money, lock in flavor and nutrition, decrease your energy costs and avoid a messy
kitchen with only one pot to clean!Jill will show you how you can cut cooking time in half (or more!) compared to conventional stove top
cooking. In The New Fast Food, you'll learn how to choose and use a pressure cooker, with timing charts for your favorite plant foods. You'll
also find more than 100 recipes for everything from breakfast to dessert. Most of the recipes are gluten-free and all are vegan.The New Fast
Food offers fast, colorful and tasty dishes such as: Orange Glazed Broccoli with Carrots and Kale Mashed Maple Winter Squash with
Cinnamon Lemony Lentil and Potato Chowder Smoky Sweet Potato and Black Bean Chili Coconut Almond Risotto
As with the best-selling 'Architects Pocket Book' this title includes everyday information which the architect/designer normally has to find from
a wide variety of sources and which is not always easily to hand. Focusing on kitchen design, this book is of use to the student as well as the
experienced practitioner. It outlines all the information needed to design a workable kitchen, including ergonomics, services such as water
and waste, appliances, and material choices for the floor, walls and ceiling. There is no similar compendium currently available.
This is the first book to provide a precise description of how companies can put purpose into practice. Based on groundbreaking research
undertaken between Oxford University and Mars Catalyst, it offers an accessible account of why corporate purpose is so important and how it
can be implemented to address the major challenges the world faces today.
Organizations are increasingly facing continuous and highly complex changes that require more proactive strategies, policies and
management practices. Conscious of this reality, this book provides information and debate on principles, strategies, models, techniques,
methodologies and applications of organizational management in the field of industry, commerce and services. Organizational Management
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communicates the latest developments and thinking on the organizational management subject world-wide, and seeks cultural and
geographic diversity in studies and uses of organizational management that have a special impact on organizational communications, change
processes and work practices. With an emphasis on the way organizations define and develop their management policies and practices in
order to acquire more competitive advantages in the global market, this book is crucial to any practitioner or researcher of current
organizational management.
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